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Fast liquidation of 
dormant c
Wind up the company a
value immediately
to a year for liquidation and avoi
administration during the 

The Service
Please leave inquiry
latest annual report and
and profit and loss statement.
made on basis of the
with a preliminary offer, any pre
process instructions within 24 hours.

If the offer is accepted
drafted. When 
corporate documents are returned the
receive the 

We would like to thank for
performed job where the result exceeded our 
high expectations on both quality and service

After acquisition, Servando undertakes to imme
diately begin
placing all previous officials, appoint a liquidator 
and a new auditor,  vouch for administration
during the liquidation and handle the process 
towards the Company Registration Office.

Finally, agreements and regi
indicating decision for liquidation and change of 
officials are returned to the seller.
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Fast liquidation of 
dormant companies
Wind up the company a
value immediately
to a year for liquidation and avoi
administration during the 

The Service

 

Please leave inquiry

 

for fast wind up alon
latest annual report and
and profit and loss statement.
made on basis of the

 

reports and Servando replies 
with a preliminary offer, any pre
process instructions within 24 hours.

If the offer is accepted

 

a
When the agreements and requested 

corporate documents are returned the
receive the companys value

We would like to thank for
performed job where the result exceeded our 
high expectations on both quality and service

After acquisition, Servando undertakes to imme
begin

 

and carry out a liquidation by re
placing all previous officials, appoint a liquidator 

ew auditor,  vouch for administration
during the liquidation and handle the process 
towards the Company Registration Office.

Finally, agreements and regi
decision for liquidation and change of 
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Fast liquidation of 
ompanies

Wind up the company and receive its 
value immediately

 

without waiting up 
to a year for liquidation and avoi
administration during the liquidation.

for fast wind up alon
latest annual report and

 

updated balance sheet 
and profit and loss statement.

 

An assess
reports and Servando replies 

with a preliminary offer, any pre-con
process instructions within 24 hours.

a

 

purchase agreement is 
agreements and requested 

corporate documents are returned the
companys value

 

in cash. 

We would like to thank for

 

an excellent 
performed job where the result exceeded our 
high expectations on both quality and service

After acquisition, Servando undertakes to imme
and carry out a liquidation by re

placing all previous officials, appoint a liquidator 
ew auditor,  vouch for administration

during the liquidation and handle the process 
towards the Company Registration Office.

Finally, agreements and registration certificates 
decision for liquidation and change of 

are returned to the seller.
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Benefits
- Immediate dispose of the dormant company 

and receipt of its value in cash.
- No administration during the liquidation 

process of approximately one year.
- No further costs for accounting, income

return
- Guaranteed liquidation of the company, and 

not reused or sold.
- Well established routines and experience 

contribute to a 100% correct and efficient
process.

- All communication and drafts of offer and 
agreements could be in English.

Price 
Servandos fee and the direct costs for the 
liquidation and the continuous management 
during the liquidation process
offering a purchase price which is lower than the 
companys value.

Therefore, the purchase price corresponds to the 
companys value reduced with the fee below.

Company equity

20 000 

75 001 

100 001 

200 001 

350 001 

500 001 

Contact
For further
Tanja Hansson
+46 8 545 66 13
tanja.hansson

Benefits

 

Immediate dispose of the dormant company 
and receipt of its value in cash.
No administration during the liquidation 
process of approximately one year.
No further costs for accounting, income
returns, closing of 
Guaranteed liquidation of the company, and 
not reused or sold.
Well established routines and experience 
ontribute to a 100% correct and efficient

process.

 

All communication and drafts of offer and 
agreements could be in English.

Servandos fee and the direct costs for the 
liquidation and the continuous management 
during the liquidation process
offering a purchase price which is lower than the 
companys value.

 

Therefore, the purchase price corresponds to the 
anys value reduced with the fee below.

Company equity, SEK

  

75 000

  

100 000

 

001 

 

200 000

 

001 

 

350 000

 

001 

 

500 000

 

001 

 

Contact

 

further

 

information
Tanja Hansson

 

+46 8 545 66 132 or
tanja.hansson@servando.se

Immediate dispose of the dormant company 
and receipt of its value in cash.
No administration during the liquidation 
process of approximately one year.
No further costs for accounting, income

s, closing of accounts and auditing
Guaranteed liquidation of the company, and 
not reused or sold.

 

Well established routines and experience 
ontribute to a 100% correct and efficient

All communication and drafts of offer and 
agreements could be in English.

Servandos fee and the direct costs for the 
liquidation and the continuous management 
during the liquidation process, are debited by 
offering a purchase price which is lower than the 

Therefore, the purchase price corresponds to the 
anys value reduced with the fee below.

       

information

 

please contact:

or

 

+46 76 947 85 00
@servando.se

 

Immediate dispose of the dormant company 
and receipt of its value in cash.

 

No administration during the liquidation 
process of approximately one year.

 

No further costs for accounting, income-
accounts and auditing

Guaranteed liquidation of the company, and 

Well established routines and experience 
ontribute to a 100% correct and efficient

All communication and drafts of offer and 
agreements could be in English.

 

Servandos fee and the direct costs for the 
liquidation and the continuous management 

, are debited by 
offering a purchase price which is lower than the 

Therefore, the purchase price corresponds to the 
anys value reduced with the fee below.

  

Fee incl. costs

 

13 500

 

16 000

 

18 000

 

20 000

 

25 000

 

According to offer
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